
People today know the impact of 

botched communication.

Paulette.j.hansen@comcast.net 

Ph.303/710-1887

Contact Paulette for a free consultation to tailor this program to 

produce the highest impact for your organization.

What if you had a workforce that took responsibility for their actions, could communicate 

well even when under pressure, and quickly built trust with others? What would it be 

worth to have an organization that was reliable and collaborative?

Businesses succeed or fail based on the talents of their people. Bottom line, lost clients 

are expensive. Happy clients, refer new clients. The less time you personally spend on 

people related issues, the more time you have to focus on your clients.  

A communication makeover.

Six, 90 minute sessions, customized to and scheduled at a pace that suits your 

organization, will enable participants to develop and practice skills in four key areas that 

are critical to client satisfaction, company growth, and building a winning culture.

• Radical respect: the critical nature of taking responsibility and granting respect.

• Managing commitments: making and securing reliable promises.

• Straight talk: effectively saying what’s really on your mind.

• Navigating conflict: managing conflict seamlessly.

Graduates will have a new skill set to manage commitments, build and repair 

relationships, and state their opinions effectively.  

These skills increase the company’s ability to be successful in the marketplace, driving up 

client satisfaction and the ability to engage future business. You can expect results.  



Raving Fans Client List
Larimer County Workforce Center The Neenan Company

Liberty Common School United Way

American Institute of Architects Western Technical College

Institute of Business and Medical Careers (IBMC)

Testimonials
Gordon Thibedeau, President and CEO, United Way of Larimer County

“Paulette provided the Authentic Communications Series for the United Way staff. All of us 
found the series to be extremely valuable and it helped us realize where we had weaknesses 
in our internal and external communications. Most importantly, the interactive nature of 
the presentations allowed us to understand the concrete steps we needed to implement to 
be more effective in our communications. I strongly recommend the series to any 
organization wanting to move communications to the next level. Even those organizations 
that believe that they don’t have communications issues will gain as a result of the series.”

Keely Mendicino, VP Resource Development, United Way of Larimer County

“Paulette’s series on authentic communication was immensely valuable to our 
organization. Her dedication to understanding our organizations needs and tailoring the 
content presented resulted in a meaningful and worthwhile series of training sessions.”

Melissa Whitten, Regional Director of Career Services, IBMC

“Paulette did an excellent job at imparting relevant information in an interesting and 
entertaining way.   Her material offered tangible learning objectives and strategies that 
left the audience inspired with a fresh perspective.”

Paulette.j.hansen@comcast.net
303/710-1887

About Paulette Hansen 

Paulette Hansen is a consultant and trainer in the domains of leadership, 

communication, and performance improvement as well as the Director of 

Career Development at The Neenan Company. She holds a BA in Business 

Communication from The University of Missouri and has a certificate in 

Authentic Leadership from Naropa University.

Paulette has 20 years of human resources and organizational development 

success in a variety of industries.  She has real world business experience 

combined with an engaging and effective training style.


